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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jimeno Álvarez has contributed to the dictionary with 6245 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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veña
vein in gallegoVenir in Spanish

ver alegóricamente
see allegorically = Alegoriaalegoria, from the Greek allegorein 'figuratively speaking', is a literary figure or artistic theme
that aims to represent an idea by making shapes human, animals or everyday objects.Allegory seeks to give an image
that has no image so that it can be better understood by the Government. Draw the abstract, "visible" do what only
conceptual, obeys a didactic intention. Thus, a blind woman with a balance, is an allegory of Justice, and a fitted with
forgery skeleton is an allegory of death. The creator of allegories usually strive to explain them so that everyone can
understand them. For its evocative nature, it employed profusely as a resource in matters religious and profane. Ancient
Greece, Rome, the middle ages and the Baroque was used since antiquity, at the time of the Pharaonic Egypt.

ver el abiotica
From the Greek abiotikos. It is said are the places and conditions unfit for the living and the chemical reactions that do
not require the intervention of human beings.

ver el subdelirio en es pañol
Mild delirium in which the patient can understand and answer questions while he utters incoherent words. Quiet delirium,
characterized by incoherent words, pronounced a middle voice, compatible with a normal consciousness when the
patient is questioned.

ver las estrellas
1.-Surely we have ever heard the expression see the stars in relation to one coup more or less strong, above all if the hit
is on the head, as also we can see the stars in the comic drawn, I remember it especially in the Mortadelo and Filemon (
perhaps because they were the more I read ). As well this is not just a graphic resource or an expression without more,
if not that can be explained.<br>2. The scientific explanation does not remove you the charm to shooting stars. We are
sure that many will continue asking wishes when you see a shooting star sail the horizon.

ver videos porno
It is a movie of pornographic content of short duration.

veraniegas
summer = summer, - ga adj. relative to the summer.DIC. which, in summer, often become skinny or enfermar.fig.Ligero,
little shaft.

verdadero, cierto, fiable
true verdaderoLo is that it contains truth and reality.That is true or not can be in doubt: it is not true, I never was there;
the truth is that nobody knows what ocurrira.2 that is not given accurate or don't want to determine: be a person
fiableDicho: that is worthy of trust, worthy of trust as a person who does not deceive. Saying one thing: offering safety or
good results.

verderolos
plural of Galician verderoloen Spanish verderoloen Verderonel European Greenfinch Greenfinch is a small Songbird of
the order of the Passeriformes and the family Fringillidae ( as the finches ). It is a common species in the Iberian
Peninsula.



vergante
The Vergante is a hilly territory between Lake Orta and Lake Maggiore, the Mottarone. This name suggests, in
particular, the eastern sector of these hills, namely, that overlooks the Maggiore.El Lake name "Vergante. " It is derived
from an ancient local family who ruled in the area. [citation needed] Many guides review, the origin of the Latin
expression 34 Vergante; in vergens lacus " or " opening, or degrade Lake (More )   "

vergante
1.Vergante EcuadorDicese of a person who vale verga, who is as virile male member. A balurdo, a gift no one, a moron.

vergeri
vergeri = vergerioPier Paolo Vergerio was an Italian reformer. He was born in Capodistria and studied law and logic in
Florence and Padua, where he began to practice in 1522; He also served as lawyer in Verona and Venice.

verify cap is
English verify Spanish isen cap check that the lid is

veringo
VERINGO, GA. adj. Col. bare, in leathers.

verí
In Valencian = Spanish veriEn = poison

verleger
In German verleger. = In Spanish Publisher.A Publisher is the director of a publisher of books, magazines, newspapers,
music, calendar, or other products in means 40 notes;CDs, DVDs, media online, software for PC, games, etc.  )

verleniana
style of poetry of Paul Verlain was born on March 30, 1844 in Metz, best known as the author of the light-dark poems.
He studied at the Lycée Bonaparte and then works in the City Hall of Paris. Gradually he began to relate the literary
environment, based on his own personal experiences considerably easy and disappointing love.

verloquio
verloquio = verroquio = VerrocchioAndrea del Verrocchio, born Andrea di Michele di Francesco Cioni, known simply as
Verrocchio. (Florence, h. 1435 - Venice, 1488 ) He was a painter, sculptor and Goldsmith where Italian. He worked at
the Court of Lorenzo de ' Medici in Florence. Among his pupils were Leonardo da Vinci, Perugino, Ghirlandaio and
Sandro Botticelli, but also influenced Miguel Ángel. He worked in the style serenely classic of the early Florentine
Renaissance.

verner
Carl Gustaf Verner von Heidenstam ( Olshammar, Sweden, July 6, 1859 - Ovralid, Sweden, 20 May 1940-) It was a
Swedish writer, winner of the Nobel Prize for literature in 1916.Su attempt at being an artist led him to study painting at
the Academy of Stockholm, which left shortly after to start a long journey through Europe, Africa and Middle East. His
work Vandringsår 40 vallfart och;Pilgrimage and wander years, 1888 ) a collection of lyric poems that were based on his
experiences during his tour in the Middle East, marked its beginning of dissent with naturalism.His love for beauty is
reflected in Hans Alienus ( 1892 ) an allegorical novel. Dikter (Poems, 1895 ) and Karolinerna. (The soldiers of Carlos, 2
vols., 1897-1898 ) a historical novel, carried in its pages the same nationalist passion that in his other works.For his Nya



Dikter, published in 1915, a volume of lyric poems, is was awarded the prize Nobel Prize for literature in 1916.

verosimiles
plausible = plural of verosimilverosimil adj. With the appearance of true: plausible character.    Credible: his excuse is
very plausible.

veroz
Fast and high-pitched

versada
well versed, da adj. Instruido, expert:

verso el endecasilabo
The leading ( from the Greek do ½´µ ° ± " 11 "? and AA»» ±²±¯ " 34 syllables;  ) It is a verse of eleven syllables of Italian
origin adopted in the Spanish lyric during the first third of the 16th century, during the Renaissance, thanks to the Toledo
poet Garcilaso de la Vega, who introduced him together with his friend Juan Boscán convinced in Granada by the
Venetian Ambassador Andrea Navagiero that introduced the Italian metric in Castilian, as Boscan says in the letter "The
Duchess of Soma " It precedes the second book of works of Boscan and some of Garcilaso (Barcelona, 1534-):

vertederos
Landfills or dumps ( also known in some Spanish-speaking countries as dumps ) they are those places where garbage
is eventually deposited.

very true
English Spanish trueen very true very

vestusos
vestusos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vestuto" being its meaning:<br>vestusos = vestutovetusto
vestutosplural, ta.  ( from lat. vetustus ).1. adj. extremely old, outdated.

vesubio
Mount Vesuvius is an active volcano of the vesuvian type located facing the Bay of Naples and about nine kilometers
away from the city of Naples. It is located in the province of Naples, belonging to the Italian region of Campania.

vevo
Vevo ( stylized VEVO or vevo ) It is a web site and Platform for music videos owned by Google, Sony Music
Entertainment, Universal Music Group, Abu Dhabi Media Company and Arthur Music Company, 2 1 more license from
EMI to reproduce their content.Vevo began operating during the midnight of December 6, 2009 in United States,
Canada and Japan.[citation needed] The service uses the existing infrastructure of YouTube to host content that is
owned by Universal, but in a separate Internet domain. Universal and Google, and in the future other media groups if
they decide to join, will split revenues by advertising that is generen.2Fuentes as Cnet have stated that Vevo could
become the largest Internet music site

vialeza
vialeza = vilezavileza s. m.1 vile action: has been a villainy on your part to deceive us all. villania.2 cult quality of vile.



viana
Viana is a municipality and a Spanish town of the region of Navarre. Located in the merindad of Estella, in the region of
Estella Occidental and 81 km from the capital of the community, Pamplona. Its population in 2012 was 4022 ( INE
).Re-founded in 1219 by Sancho VII the strong, he received the title of city in 1630 and holds the title of very Noble and
loyal city of Viana head of Principality of the ancient Kingdom of Navarre, preserves part of the walled complex of the
13th century and many emblazoned houses, as well as important historical monuments.

vianeles
Plural of the name Vianel V attract money, great merchant.I is very faithful and delivered ( )A very good Kisser 40 sexyE
originalN; )L 40 Amado; ) by all.

vice directora
Someone from immediately below the Director category and that can replace it on certain occasions.

vichuquen
vichuquén is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vichuquén" being its meaning:<br>vichuquén =
Vichuquenvichuquen ( in mapudungun isolated place ) 2 is a commune in the central zone of Chile, located in the Maule
Region, in the province of Curico.vichuquen is located in the Northwest corner of the province, covering the western part
of the Cordillera de la Costa and the coastal plains. Noted for the large number of native and planted forest. Also, it
hosts on its territory Lakes Vichuquén, Torca and sweet, used for recreational navigation. In addition, it houses the
Torca lagoon forest reserve, which comprises a wooded area and the Lake of the same name, where you can see
animals native species such as swans, herons, ducks, among others.It integrates together with the communes of Curico,
Molina, Romeral, Sagrada Familia, Hualañé, Licantén, Teno and Rauco District Electoral N ° 36 and belongs to the 10th
Senatorial constituency (41 North Maule;.

video xxx
sex tape of very variable porn content.

videos de gocu
gocu videos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "goku" being its meaning:<br>gocu = gokuEn this video we
bring you the best Goku fights. The fights that we all remember that they marked an era in Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball
Z. Goku vs. Vegeta fight we will see these videos of Goku. Fantastic fight Goku vs. Frieza or Cell. Surely the best fights
that have occurred in Dragon Ball. This is the video that you were waiting for.

videos porno
Videos which represent scenes and pornographic character actions.

videos pornos
Videos or movies of erotic and sexual content.

viendo la pachorra de mi exelencia
When one despairs seeing slowness with which certain authorities are slow to resolve some issues.

village recoleta
Paragraph and solitary people.



villegas
Villegas is a town and a municipio1 located in the province of Burgos, old Castile, in the autonomous community of
Castile and León (Spain ) region of Brulles, Odra-Pisuerga, judicial district of Burgos, head of the City Council of his
name.

viluro
Alejandro García Villalón, better known as Virulo, is a comedian by profession and architect of graduation, he was born
in Havana, Cuba, on January 5, 1955. At the end of the 1980's set in Mexico, country of residence until 2008. He
currently resides in Cuba.

vime
the VIME Islantilla hotel is located in the Costa de la Luz in Huelva, close to the tourist complex " Islantilla " 50 metres
from the beach and surrounded by a large pine forest.

vinacoteca
Shop specializing in wine sales.That should actually call vinoteca.

vinacoteca
Cabinet for wine chilled, with temperature accurate moisture to maintain a good wine.

vincolonte
vincolonte is incorrectly written and should be written as "vincolante" being its meaning:<br>vincolonte = Italian
vincolanteen Spanish vincolanteen binding

vineras
containers and utensils for the conservation of the wine.

vireto
VIRETO is the creator of POW-WOW, the first software solution that enables the design of "34 augmented
PDF;.POW-WOW is an innovative, simple and industrial solution for the transformation of static PDF files in
personalized, dynamic, interactive, multimedia and communications.

virgulas
plural of virgulavirgula s. f. cult stripe or line short and thin, especially that used as a checker sign: the tilde is a speech.

virrector
virrector = vicerrectorvicerrector, ra m. and f. person immediately below the Chancellor's category and that can replace it
on certain occasions.

virruña
virruna is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vicuña" being its meaning:<br>virruna = Vicunala vicuña or
vicugna is one of two wild South American camelids that live in the High Alpine areas of the Andes, the other is the
guanaco. It is a relative of the llama, and is now believed to be the wild ancestor of the domesticated alpacas, which are
bred for their coats. Vicuñas produce small amounts of fine wool, which is very expensive because the animal can only
be stripped every three years, and has to be captured in the wild. Point together, the product of the wool of the vicuña is



very soft and warm. The Inca valued highly vicuñas for their wool, and was against the law for anyone but royalty to
wear vicuña garments.

virus plasmosi
Toxoplasmosis is an infectious disease caused by the Protozoan Toxoplasma gondii, an intracellular parasite obligado.1
toxoplasmosis can cause mild and asymptomatic infections as well as deadly infections that mainly affect the fetus,
causing so-called congenital toxoplasmosis. Also it can be serious when it affects newborn infants, elderly and
vulnerable people by their deficit of immunity status.Disease as a zoonosis, is considered which means that in usual
manner, is transmitted from animals to humans via different routes of infection, remain the definitive hosts Jack and six
species of felines.The preventive measures are particularly important in pregnant women and consist of general rules of
hygiene to prevent transmission by contaminated water or food, not to eat raw or poorly cooked meat and avoid contact
with Lee gato.2

viscerogénico
Viscerogenicoadj.   (Fr. Viscerogene; ING viscerogenic.  ). Having its origin in a visceral organ. In particular, it says
certain reflexes.

vision avanzada
It contains tools and theoretical methodological tools for formulating projects from a perspective with focus of gender

vision avanzada
Advanced Vision Center is an ophthalmological Center created within facilities, safe and reliable equipment with medical
technology, with professional and personal attention so that the ophthalmologist surgeon can perform procedures to
their patients with excellent results.

vision avanzada
Vision AvanzadaEs a clinic dedicated to meet all needs in visual and ocular health in Mexico.

visisitud
visisitud is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vicissitude" being its meaning:<br>visisitud = vicisitudvicisitud.  (
from lat. vicissitedo ).1 f. successive or alternate order of algo.2. f inconstancy or alternative of prosperous and adverse
events.

visos de realidad
appearance of things that grade have indications to that are real.

vitango
It is a traditional medicine based on plants used for the relief of associated symptoms such as fatigue, exhaustion,
irritability, stress and overwork. Based solely on its traditional use.

vitono
VITONO is a new multivitamin complex, enriched with Coenzyme Q10 and a pleasant fruity flavour, brings the energy
required to take both every day as times of sobresfuerzo, which helps energy metabolism.

vituallas



Food.

vivenciado
experienced vivenciarEn Religion is experiencing that which is beyond the measure of the mind.

vivenciado
facts that were spent and will be spent in future...

viverismo
Nursery.A nursery is a set of agronomic systems in which they are planted, they germinate, mature and harden all kinds
of plants. Often is given name of nursery to shops that only sell plants ( no production )Index

vivial
Vivial color developing diamonds Ltd.   ( previously Briza Shine ) It is a world supplier of natural diamonds of color -
revealed. Exclusive offer of the company serves everyone in the supply chain of luxury, from high-end designers and
manufacturers of fine diamond to the influential fashion houses jewelry and retail brands.

voato
pageantry s. m. outdoor display of wealth:

vocabulario contextual
It is the background of words or lexicon that uses a person in their daily lives, but according to the geographical location
where you live, the internal and external influences will determine their use of this.

vocabulario depacaritamo
vocabulary depacaritamo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "of pacaritambo" being its
meaning:<br>vocabulary depacaritamo = vocabulary of pacaritambo. The 34 language;Qiuechua " It was, as some
originally from Andahuaylas, according to others was the language spoken in "Pacaritambo ". In the primitive Chronicles,
in Garcilaso, called "The 34 General language; but the Jesuits friars gave the name "Quechua " voice which means
temperate zone. This language of polysynthetic, agglutinative trend as other American languages, was imposed on all
the peoples conquered by Pachacutec and by Tupac Inca Yupanqui. It was the official language of the Empire and as
such are imposed on topographic and geographic designations.

vofa
in Icelandic phantom Spanish vofaen

volantusa
Prostitute

volantuseria
Volantuseria comes from chick. It is said birds are out to fly.

volarea
Volarea.La demonstration and " dedicated to the Exchange and sale of ornamental birds, cages and bird aviary, raised



in the environment of the home like all the other domestic animals, food and accessories.

volcan chichonal
The 40 Chichonal volcano; also known as bump ) It is located in the mountainous region that borders the municipalities
of Francisco Leon and Chapultenango, in the Northwest of the Mexican State of Chiapas, about 25 km from Pichucalco
(41 Chiapas; and about 75 km of Villahermosa (Tabasco ) as of San Cristóbal of the houses (41 Chiapas;.

volucion
Volution = Evolucionla biological evolution is the set of transformations or changes over time which has given rise to the
diversity of forms of life that exist on the Earth from an ancestor comun.1 2 the word evolution to describe such changes
was applied for the first time in the 18th century by Swiss biologist Charles Bonnet in his work Considération sur les
corps organises.3 however 4, the concept that life on Earth evolved from a common ancestor already had been
formulated by various Greek philosophers, 5 and the hypothesis that the species are continuously transformed was
postulated by scientists of the 18th and 19th centuries, which Charles Darwin quoted in the first chapter of his book the
origin of the especies.6 HoweverIt was the own Darwin, in 1859,7 who synthesized a coherent body of observations
which strengthened the concept of biological evolution in a true scientific theory.

vorauszahlung mit einzahlungsschein
in german mit vorauszahlung Spanish einzahlungsscheinen advance no translucent deposit payment

vorlote
borlote.1. m. Mex. Tumult, disorder, scandal.

vosar
bosar.   ( From lat. VORs re or re 39 vers; return '  ).1 tr. Ant. rebosar.2. tr. Ant. vomiting ( in the stomach ). 3 tr. Ant.
Utter other words.

votalizado
Vaporized, vanished, disappeared.

votalizar
Blur

votanos
votanos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vote for us" being its meaning:<br>votanos = votanosdel verb
votarvotar v. intr.1 a person cast a ballot in an election or consultation. v. tr.2 approve or disapprove a thing by votacion3
submit a decision to the voting system.

voz cristalina
crystalline voice meaning of Crystal-na: adj. The nature of glass. Similar to the transparency or loudness: water,
crystalline voice.

voz grave
In song, is called serious to frequencies lower than the human voice. It is very rare to find it. In the terminology of Bel
canto, the voice is divided into three parts, the serious ( eighth serious 41, medium ( 41 half octave; and the sharp ( 41



acute eighth;. In trained voices, the tessitura comes from the second half of the grave until the first half of the acute.

vozar
Ferenc Vozar ( 19 April 1945 until 15 February 1999 ) He was a player of ice hockey of Hungarian origin, who played for
the West Germany national team. He won a bronze medal at the 1976 Winter Olympics

vós
in Galician Spanish vosen you

vuelta o retroceso del agua o del viento contra su curso
regolfo

vuesas
Possessive pronoun in disuse. = yours.

vuvuzuela
The Vuvuzela is a kind of long trumpet used by fans to cheer their team, especially in South African football. It is usually
made of plastic and the sound produced is similar to the trumpet of an elephant or the buzz of a bee.

wachaques
WACHAQUES OR 40 MAHAMAES;FARMS SUNK ) IN LA COSTA NORTEChacras sunken used by the Chimú,
probably by the Moche or other coastal towns, in addition to the Incas.

wais
The Wechsler Intelligence scale for adults (41 WAIS;   ( original in English: Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale ) It is a
psychometric developed by David Wechsler test. Provides us with four scores (Verbal comprehension, perceptual
reasoning, memory work and speed of processing ) and a fifth that is called Total intellectual coefficient.

walch
Hynden Walch ( n. Davenport, Iowa; 1 February 1971 ) It is an American voice actress.This voice actor initially born as
Heidi Hynden Walch is best known for providing the voices of Starfire and her sister Blackfire, Argent, the villain
Madame Rouge ( in the fifth season, ) the animated version of the Teen Titans; the voice of Penny Sánchez in the
animated series zone chalk; the voice of Elsie in the animated series Stanley; the voice of Amy Stapleton in the anime
IGPX; and Jasmine and Junko voices in the video game Viewtiful Joe: Double Trouble. Also been involved doing voices
in animated series Catscratch and KND: Los Chicos of the Barrio.Como actress acted as Mae Capone in the television
version of the untouchables and has appeared as a innocent named Marcie Steadwell in the series Charmed.

waterfull
waterfull is incorrectly written, and should be written as "waterfall" being its meaning:<br>waterfull = waterfallen English
waterfallen Spanish waterfall

weichen ausgedrehten
In German weichen ausgedrehten.In Spanish soft converted output



wesi
Javanese Spanish wesien iron

what an absolute waste of your pointless life
or that it is an absolute loss of his life without sense

what are you and jane doing
in English what are you jane and Spanish doingen what you are doing you and jane?

what is a bone scan
What is a bone Scanenespanol what is a bone scan

what is a bone scan
In English what is a Spanish scanEn bone is a bone scan

wiki pedia
Wiki pedia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "wikipedia" being its meaning:<br>Wiki pedia =
wikipediaAutodefinida as a collaborative effort to create an encyclopedia free, free and accessible by all. It allows you to
review, write and request items.

willywilly directioner
" willy " is a term used by the English to refer to male genital Member ( penis )

wilpeda
It has two pedals.

winiput
WINNIE THE POOH SPANISH WISHES BEAR

wiswiru
in quechua wiswiru in Spanish medlar

witheld
English withheld.In Spanish retained.

witin tempation
witin temptation = within temptationWithin Temptation is a Dutch musical group formed in the year 1996.3 his style has
evolved from the Celtic metal, doom metal, Gothic metal, among others, to the symphonic metal / symphonic rock as
they themselves have declarado.2 but the group is still often classified as Gothic, vocalist Sharon den Adel stated in an
interview that did not consider the band as gotica.4 to datethe band has sold more than 3 million copies worldwide and
has won around 30 gold and platinum disc.

wizzards en espanol



Wizards

wordreference
In German wordreferenceEn Spanish word reference

work station
English Spanish stationen workstation work

would fade
would English Spanish fadeen vanish

wurden
German Spanish wurdenen have been

www
The meaning of these well-known acronyms is the beginning of the address of a page on the internet World Wide Web.
On the standard of internet to access a website or a web service must be put in the search box the name of the page is
preceded by www. Likewise to access a file transmission service must be ftp, email mailto: and so with the rest of
general services offered by the internet ecosystem. There are many pages that they allow for the convenience of its
users access them without the www, but in a further process they tend to automatically redirect the browser to the
address with www.

www
www stands for World Wide Web 39 English expression; World Wide Web '' which is used in e-mail addresses to
indicate that it is an Internet address.

x videos
Videos of pornographic content.

xafardera
Catalan Spanish gossip xafarderaen

xaomi
1.-The company Xaomi has been calling the attention of many companies and people around the world, raising
awareness about new terminals seeking to make a place on sales of high-end phones.Xaomi<br>2.-xaomi =
xiaomiXiaomi Inc. is a privately owned company which designs, develops and markets Internet services and consumer
electronics.

xarxa en castellano
xarxa = salviaSalvia is the largest family of the Lamiaceae, with 700 to 900 species of shrubs, herbaceous perennials
and anuales1 2 commonly also called Sage, although usually this name is more associated with the species Salvia
officinalis, popularly known for its use in gastronomy, as an ornamental and medicinal plant.

xata



< ///jata [Llomb. Mar. ALB].  >    Veal, jata Galbana, laziness bad cooked portion of the loaf, at the bottom next to the
bark [Llomb]. Part of the badly cooked bread dough and hard [Alb] Bolada that not shoot down any bolus through castru
[sea].

xelebrea
in Basque Spanish xelebreaen fun

xen
Xen is a virtual machine monitor for open source developed by the University of Cambridge.

xengo
Xengo offers high quality, feature-rich web hosting, site design and development and the commercialization of the
Internet.Reino Kingdom · xengo.co.UK

xenocracia
xenocracia. Government where they send foreigners.

xerofago
The xerofagos, are salivary glands very developed as well as the masticatory muscles and tooth system, to eat the very
dry substances.

xerofago
Greek Palagra meaning eat dry.

xerófilas
The adjective montane Xeric or xerophytic, xerophyte or xerophytic ( Greek xero-: dry-fitos: plant, - edge: friend ) applies
in Botany to the vegetation and plant associations specifically adapted to life in a dry medium or dry environments. I.e.
plants adapted to the scarcity of water in the area in which they live, as the steppe or desert. Are found in regions
climatically arid ( 41 deserts; and also in exceptionally dry environments of semi-arid or sub-humid regions

xicle
xicle = chicleEl gum comes from the Aztec, Olmec and Mayan peoples of the southeast of Mexico, but they did not make
or a peel, simply chewed. He extracted tree sapodilla or Zapotillo and called it tzicli. You were in the form of small soft
pieces that they got them making a cut in the trunk of the tree, he would pick up the liquid and that the cooked to give
consistency.

xilofano
xilofano is incorrectly written, and should be written as "xylophone" being its meaning:<br>«xilofano = Xilofonoel
xylophone ( pronounced /si '' lofono /, from Greek ¾i» ½ xylon wood and aee½ ® Phin voice )? It is a percussion
musical instrument. Each blade is tuned according to a specific tone ( Note musical ) in the chromatic scale. As you
tune, it's a particular sound laminófono. The order of the sheets is similar to the order of the piano keyboard.The
xylophone uses both tuneable drum technique and the advanced decks.It has a more vivid ring to the marimba, and
notes are held less. Modern xylophones include short percussion blades.A xylophone with a record lower than the
record of the marimba is called a xylorimba.



xirrica
xirrica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "xorrica" as meaning:<br>xirrica = xorricaxorrica. nutural or
belonging to ChojpaChoja [Xoja] is a village in the administrative district of Gmina Zbuczyn, within Siedlce County,
Masovian, in the Central - Eastern Poland. [1] is located about 6 km ( 4 miles ) to the North of Zbuczyn, 12 km ( 7 miles )
to the East of Siedlce, and 99 km ( 62 41 miles; to the East of Warsaw.

xixari
xixari is incorrectly written, and should be written as "zizare" as meaning:<br>xixari = Basque zizareen Spanish zizareen
worms

xocicopa
xocicopa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "passage" being its meaning:<br>xocicopa = 40
Pericopapericopa; from the Greek Aµa¹ º â·, pericope, " 34 Court;?  ) the name of each of the passages in the Bible that
have acquired great notoriety for reading on certain occasions of religious worship.

xoconaxtle
xoconaxtle is incorrectly written, and should be written as "xoconostle" being its meaning:<br>xoconaxtle = xoconostleEl
xoconostle is the fruit of the Opuntia Joconostle, which is a plant of the family of cacti, your skin is soft and edible prickly
pear unlike his close cousin, acid and complex flavor, is I would say, it is a pleasure that was purchased based on eating
it in different forms.

xonducencia
xonducencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "conducencia" as meaning:<br>xonducencia =
conducenciade conduccionconduccion.   ( from lat. conduit-Inis ).1 f. action and effect of driving ( lead or guide
something ).2. set of ducts arranged for the passage of some fluido.3. f desus. Adjustment and concert made by price
and wage.

xurxula
xurxula is incorrectly written, and should be written as "xuxula" as meaning:<br>xurxula = xuxulaXuxula SL, a company
registered in Azkoitia, Guipúzcoa in the NACE trade to the retail in non-specialised stores, predominantly in food
products, beverages and tobacco.

ya veremo
already veremo = already veremosexclamacion of uncertainty by not sa er what has happen with security.

yaceran
yaceran = of yaceryacer v. intr.1 be lying or hanging a person. 2. Be a body lifeless in the Tomb or cult sepultura.3
perform sexual intercourse two people. copulate.

yaco
The Grey parrot, also known as Grey parrot Red-tailed or yaco, is a species of Psittaciformes bird belonging to the
Psittacidae family. It is the only species of the monotypic genus Psittacus, and one of the parrots that live in Africa. Its
appearance is unmistakable, by their black beaks, their gray plumage and red tail.

yacútoro
yacutoro is incorrectly written and should be written as "yacu Bull" being its meaning:<br>yacutoro = yacu Yacu El Toro



toro was born in South America. Your location includes Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, Guyana, Brazil, Paraguay
and North of Argentina.Habita in the lowland jungles and forests in the mountains. Employs the middle and upper strata
in the vegetation. Documents up to 2700 meters elevation. He is seen in groups who come to having up to 10
individuals.Males attain a length of 43 to 46 cm, females measure 38 to 39 cm.Yacu Toro tambi0n is called Yacutoro. In
English, he is known for Red-ruffed Fruitcrow. In Portuguese it is called Pavao-do-mato.

yaguasi
Arroyo 40 Yaguasi;Brook 41 Yaguasi; It is an intermittent flow ( class H - hydrographic ) in the province of Santiago de
Cuba, (Cuba, Holguin ) (North America ) with the source code of the region of America / Western Europe. It lies at an
altitude of 213 metres above the sea level.Its coordinates are 20 and deg27 '' 0   "N and 75 and deg39 '' 0  " DMS 40 w;
degrees, minutes and seconds ) or 20,45 and - 75.65 ( in decimal 41 degrees. UTM position is VH36 and your reference
operation set Graphics NF18-14.

yahely
Yaheli Solis ( 7 September 1987, Guadalajara, Mexico, ) Mexican professional tennis player ( 1.63 m in height and 55 kg
weight ). He started playing tennis with only 5 years. His training was in Guadalajara, under the tutelage of Javier
Zacarias, Diego Martinez and others. You prefer the hard surface, plays aggressively and manages a very good
service.His best individual ranking in the WTA rankings, so far, has been the 253 reached on August 13, 2005. Doubles
has reached 676 job ( 20 of February of 2008 41. In his career he has already won 7 ITF ( up to September 2012 41
tournaments; and 1 WTA250 in 2007.Se gave it a " 34 wildcard;   ( 41 invitation; 2012 Sony Ericsson Open in his first
appearance in a tournament, WTA, who took the opportunity to eliminate the seeded Ana Viscada ex-numero 35 in the
world, to then eliminate Lia Shong, ex-numero 104 in the world, before losing that would be champion, Maria Seminova.

yahuarlocro
yahuarlocro is a typical dish from Ecuador. It's a soup with potatoes ( a 41 locro; which also contains panza ( stomach )
booklet ( stomach ) liver and lung of sheep, accompanied by avocado, onions and blood of sheep.It is typical of the
Andean region of the Ecuador and is served both as first course or main course of a meal when it occurs in abundance.
It is of mestizo origin really representative of Ecuadorian food culture around the world.

yako
Yako is a town in the North of Burkina Faso, once capital of a small State. Is located 109 kilometres ( 68 41 miles; to the
North-West of Ouagadougou. Yako is known for its large mosque, and as the birthplace of Thomas Sankara.

yampi
Yampee ( Persian: e§aþe, also romanized as yampee, also known as and mch «) [1] is a village in Gorganbuy Rural
District, in the Central District of Aqqala County, Golestan province, Iran. At the 2006 Census, its population was 2,291
in 519 families.

yana alko
The music of Yana Alko. A mixture of schizophrenic rock with zampon ~ Andean as to the most pure level celebration of
the Sun... Yana Alko's native American and bazko, was born in the capital of rock in Barranco, Peru... from very early he
started to play with death metal bands, and upon his arrival in Europe began to merge the aggressiveness of punk rock
with traditional Andean music... then I implement other rhythms indigenous people upon his arrival in the United States.
Yana Alko currently travels by many States and countries broadcasting this wild music...

yanaorco
Yanaorco, Department of Pasco, Peru



yanaorco
Hill 40 Yanaorco;41 Yanaorco Hill; It is a / a mountain ( class T - hipsografica ) in 40 Cusco Department;Cusco ) Peru
(South America )

yapankam
Name of the mythical bird of Ecuadorian legend

yapankan
in Turkish yapankan in Spanish which made Turkish laen they yapan Spanish kanen that the blood

yaruma
yaruma: population of the province of Potosi in Bolivia

yarumo
The yagrumo, yarumo or guarumbo (Cecropia peltata ) is a representative of the American intertropical zone tree and
extends from Mexico to South America, including the West Indies.

yasito
Diminutive of payayo.emocionante story of a clown who wants to be something more than a clown.YASITO is set to be
the best clown in the world.

yekalt
yekalt is incorrectly written, and should be written as "yekatl" as meaning:<br>yekalt = Mexican yekatlEstudiantes of the
Centro Interdisciplinario de Ciencias of the 40 health;41 CICS; Unidad Milpa Alta belonging to Instituto Politécnico
Nacional ( IPN ) they produced a highly nutritious and unconventional flavors atole. The product is called Yekatl, which
comes from the nahuatl language and means drinking water, which contains no preservatives and is rich in protein.

yeko
Cheryl Yeko is an award-winning author, and lives in Wisconsin with her husband Patrick. He loves to read, play the
piano, and spending time with family and friends. She enjoy novels with the action fast-paced and torrid romance, Alpha
protective men and strong heroines.Cheryl belongs to several groups writing, and is a member of Romance Writers of
America, as well as the Wisconsin chapter. Cheryl is also an acquisitions editor for the publication of soulmate. As
Editor, she gives the welcome Romantic Suspense, Paranormal, Sci-Fi, contemporary, and Erotica.

yelizyotl
Nature ( mode of being )

yerai
Yeray with Yerai, which is a feminine name of Chinese origin that means the woman who helps others, should not be
confused but the reality is that the male name some people write it with i at the end.

yergues
infinitive verb to erect



yerk
Yerkuna word used to express sarcasm "That girl is so beautiful "  "Yerk... She is beautiful "

yerlin
Nikita Viktorovich Yosi ( «Russian: ° ¸a ° ¸ ¸ ° a¾a¾²¸c to ' ¸½; born on July 11, 1995, ) It is a Russian football midfielder,
who currently plays for FC Sibir-2 Novosibirsk.He made his debut in the second Division of Russia for FC Sibir-2
Novosibirsk on July 23, 2013, in a match against FC Yakutiya Yakutsk.

yervera
herbalist. f V. yerbero.yerbero, ra.1. m. and f. arg., Hond., Mex. and Peru. hierbero ( do healer ).2 m. and f. Cuba and
Mex. hierbero ( do herbs 41 salesman;.3 f. wooden vessel or other material used to contain the yerba mate is primed
with that and that usually is attached to another for sugar.

yesly
Yesly Bustamante is the Queen of Macarala election and Coronation of the new Queen is the most important gallant act
of the canton border. Six fine candidates participated in the contest which was held last Saturday. The candidates came
out, first, in a choreography, then in swimsuit which started more than one sigh among the public. They finally appeared
on stage in costume gala, where they see their sculptural bodies adorned with the best of fashion and glamour.The
jury's verdict was expected by the bustling bars that were the scene of the election with banners, whistles, screams and
balloons, throwing in the air. When I was going to mention the three finalists, a general silence took the Coliseum and
the candidates took hands to wait for the results. At the end name of Yesly Bustamante, was mentioned as the new
Queen of Macara.como virreina was appointed Vivana Carpio and Ms. Patronato was proclaimed Lady stone.

yeyekoa
Yeyekoa or energy exercises

yire
The word " jireh " you find it in the original manuscript and in some translations of the Bible. The expression for which
questions is in Genesis 22:14 (Jehovah Jireh ) and to say "Lord will provide "Genesis 22: 1-14 and Abraham began to
call the place by name Jehovah-jireh. Therefore it is customary to say today: do on the mountain of the Lord will be
provided do??

yocohama
40 Yokohama; do Yokohama-shi?  ) It is the capital of the Prefecture of Kanagawa in Japan, and the largest port in the
country.In 2003, the city had a population of 3.519.103 inhabitants, with a density of 8,050 HAB. / km². It is the second
largest city in Japan after Tokyo. Its area is 437 km².Founded on April 1, 1889, on a peninsula on the Western side of
the Bay of Tokyo. Today it is part of its metropolitan area, being located only 30 kilometers from the center of the capital.
It is a residential area, where much of the population moved daily to work in Tokyo.

yomaira
Feminine name.

yomaira
Yomaira, wife of Wisin.

yomaira



Yomaira, the story of a girl well would that ended in the street.

yooutube
yooutube is incorrectly written, and should be written as "youtube" being its meaning:<br>yooutube = youtubeYouTube
is a website on which users can upload and share videos. It was created in February 2005 by three former PayPal
employees.

yopal
Yopal is a Colombian city, and the capital of the Department of Casanare. Area of 2.595 km², 1 and is located 335 km of
the Capital District of Bogotá. Founded by settlers Boyacá in 1915, is one of the departmental capitals more young
people from Colombia and the city that recorded more rapid population growth at the national level, especially after its
separation from the Department of Boyaca ( former national territories ) and modification of the 1991 Constitution and
exploitation petrolera.4 this is a land of beautiful contrasts in faunaflora, water resources and richness of hydrocarbons
that make this region a potentially economic and tourist place.

yoselin
yoselin: ( 41 Germanic;It is a variant of jocelyn, which means: Member of the Germanic tribe, the Gauts

yosuani
Yosuani is the most frequent in Yasni name,

yotube
yotube = YouTubeYouTube is a website on which users can upload and share videos. It was created in February 2005
by three former employees of PayPal

youself
In English yourself {pron.}In Spanish you ( plural ) {pron.}

youth grafter
Young scammer.

yucayeke
yucayeke is incorrectly written, and should be written as "yucayeque" being its meaning:<br>yucayeke = yucayeque
Yucayeque is indigenous to the town name, because it consists of the caney or quadrangular House, which is home to
the Chief, according to the narratives of Fray Ramón Pané, Aili kept the main tribe cemi. It occupied the caney one end
of the village in relation to the mill yard. The hut is the House of the people, could be round or oval, large or small, single
family or communal. According to the chroniclers, when the Chief or important person or head of the family cuando el
jefe o persona importante o el jefe de la familia moria died burned housing, ritualistic question or hygiene.

yuku
Yuku is the latest version of ezboard, Inc. forums of the internet '' s. Yuku describes itself as "Forum discussion 2.0 ". 
This motto was most likely derived from Web 2.0 features of yuku, such as tags and RSS message boards.Yuku was
owned by KickApps, the acquisition was announced on February 13, 2008, until the end of 2010, when it was sold to
Yuku inform Technologies Inc. The acquisition was announced on December 24, 2010 to all owners of table.                   
    On 8 September 2011, CrowdGather, Inc. has announced publicly the acquisition of the domain name, website and
related yuku.com assets including domains ezboard and its integrated forums.



yunes
Yunes = YounesYounes is an Arabic name, is the name of a Prophet in the Bible, Jonah. Younes is mentioned in the
Quran ( 37:139-): "Younes was one of the sent "

yunes
Miguel Angel Yunes Linares (Soledad de Doblado, Veracruz, 1952 41 December 5;. He is a lawyer and Mexican
politician, Member of the national action party (BREAD ) former member of the institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI ).
From December 1, 2006, to February 22, 2011 was the Director General of the Institute of security and services social of
the workers of the State ( ISSSTE ). He was supporter of bread since 2004, party which joined, officially, on June 15,
2008.

yupachay
courtesy

yurama
The female name Yumara is of Arabic or Indian origin and means '' 39 Arabian Princess. He is a person with a spirit
happy and very practical.

yuxtaarticulacion
Yuxtaarticular: The prefix " 34 juxtaposition; it comes from the Latin preposition meaning close, close, close.
Yuxtaarticular is composed of juxta, near articulate, from the latin " articulus " = near a joint. A fracture is a break near a
joint yuxtaarticular, the infection is an infection of yuxtaarticular near a joint, and so sucesivame.Extraarticular means
outside the joint, i.e. outside of the capsule to articulate, as really are almost synonyms, and there are hundreds of such
pathologies.

yuyariguay
yuyariguay = Indian songs.

zabelo
synonym for hair

zacatlami
zacatlami is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zacatlán" being its meaning:<br>zacatlami = Zacatlanzacatlan
is a municipality located in the North of the Mexican State of Puebla. Its name comes from the nahuatl zacatl = straw or
grass, - tlan = suffix place. Therefore, Zacatlan means place abundant grass.It is famous for being one of the main
producers of Apple in the country, reason for which is also known as Zacatlán de las Manzanas. From 2011 it is part of
the Federal program of magical towns, being the 39th to receive such a title, and the second in the State of Puebla.

zacatlami
Rustic property located in a place called "Zacatlami " of the town of Ixhuatlancillo,

zagadiyo
Of zagalMuchacho that has reached adolescence.Young shepherd who is under the orders of the rabadan or mayoral.

zajorines



zajorines is incorrectly written, and should be written as "zahorí" being its meaning:<br>zajorines zajorizahori prural
means geomancer, and by extension also means sorcerer ( in Guatemala, a zajorin is an apprentice sorcerer ) I guess,
or general person capable to discover all the hidden ( because there is nothing more blind to what is under the ground )

zaldiko maldiko
in Basque zaldiko preceded Spanish maldikoen

zampe
zampe of zamparzampar v. tr. / intr. fam. Eat a lot and eagerly:

zanfoñas
Plural of hurdy-gurdy.A hurdy-gurdy is a musical instrument belonging to the family of the rubbed chordophones, very
widespread in European folk music with numerous variants in different regions and times.

zanquero
person who holds and walk on stilts to a certain distance soil and with a great skill.

zaracatan
zaracatan: tailor, who cut and sew apparel.

zaroa
zaroa in euskerazaro in Spanish

zarpas
Plural of sail, from the verb set sail. Hand or certain animals, such as the lion and the Tiger claw:

zarpeo
the stucco is a finish that is placed in the block walls.

zarzamorera
BlackBerry plant.

zazpi bateko
in Basque zazpi batekoen Spanish seven

zeco
It is a Mediterranean restaurant in Mexico.

zegadez
zegadez is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cegadez" as meaning:<br>the verb cegarcegar tr. Deprive of
sight, albeit momentarily.    Obfuscate understanding. Also intr. and prnl.    Close, cover something that was hollow or
open intr. Losing sight.



zehatz mehatz
In Basque language zehatz Spanish mehatzEn detail

zer kalte
Zer Kälte der der Spanish kalteen German kalteen = cold

zerdilla
Cerdilla is a charming mountain village located just over 50 km from the capital. It is a beautiful village in winter, one of
those people that by its climate, in winter almost always we will find it dress in white for the snow. And in summer, it is
also ideal, since, also by its climate, it is very nice.

zeru lurrak
In euskera lurrak zeru.In Spanish the Earth and the sky.

zeruetan
in Basque Spanish zeruetanen in the sky

ziamara
Ziamara is a reader of fiction of the avid fan and an active participant in the world of fandom.

ziamara
Ziamara is a feminine name and means star

zidorrak
Zidorrak in Basque = path - path in Spanish

zigua
Zigua ethnic group of Tanzania, also known as the Zigula.El Zigua inhabit mainly in northeastern Tanzania. They speak
a bantu language. Approximately 506.000 people are considered Zigua. ...

zihur
Zihur, this is how insurance is said in Basque.

zinegotzia
in Basque Councillor Spanish zinegotziaen

zircurcelo
The Circumcellions considered martyrdom as the true virtue Christian ( as the father of the Church Tertullian said: " the
day of the death of a martyr was actually his birthday "  ) and therefore disagreed with the episcopal see of Carthage on
the primacy of chastity, sobriety, humility and charity.

zirkinik ez egin
in Basque ez Spanish eginen zirkinik not move



zirti zarta
Onomatopoeia is Basque violence that detonates.

ziuragiria
in Basque certified Spanish ziuragiriaen

ziurtagiria
in Basque certified Spanish ziurtagiriaen

zocar
zocar.1. tr. Guat., Hond. and Nic. tightening ( would oppress ).2 intr. NIC. Intensify the esfuerzo.3. prnl. C. rica and Gua.
get drunk ( can drink up to disrupt the senses ).

zoica
Zoica wauensis species of spider. Lehtinen & HIPPA, 1979

zoica
Zoica oculata, species of spider. Buchar, 1997

zoica
Zoica minuta, species of spider.   (McKay, 1979 )

zoica
Zoica harduarae, spider-estecie.

zoica
Zoica falcata, species of spider.

zoica
Zoica carolinensis, species of spider.

zoica
Zoica bolubolu, species of spider.

zoica
Zoica bambusicola, species of spider.

zoica
It is a genus of spiders of the family Lycosidae araneomorfas. It is located in Oceania, South Asia and Southeast Asia.

zollo
zolloEx municipality vizcaino, annexed to Arrankudiaga in 1968, located in the southern part of the province. The



boundaries of the former Borough were Barakaldo and Arrigorriaga by North, South Arrankudiaga, Arrigorriaga East and
Alava Okondo term West mould by the Larrunbe Brook, tributary of the Nervion river and its tributaries, such as the
Brook Anibarri. The ancient capital of Zollo, Zollo-Elexalde Parvis, is surrounded by mountainous areas, whose heights
range between 120 and 998 m, to the Northwest, to the 43 ° 11 '' 34-35; and 0 ° 44 '' 50 " 325 m above sea level. On the
runway of the Larrunbe, is the dam of Kruziaga, of stone, built in 1919.

zolochear
zolochear = zolocheoSignificado zolocho adj. coloq. Simple, Blockhead, dazed or little speedy. U t. c. s.

zona pelucida
Is called zona pellucida (41 ZP; to the outer layer that surrounds the oocyte in mammals, separating him from the
perivitelineo space. Is composed of several glycoproteins, grouped in three families: ZP1 ZP2 and ZP3, according to
their functional and immunological properties, and has a total thickness of 0.015-0.020 mm.This area since the formation
of the primary follicle, when epithelial cells turn cubic to cylindrical.

zoomorfos
Plural of Zoomorphic.Zoomorphic ( ancient Greek ¶ do ½ Zion - " animal " - ¼ would EPAs ® morf )? -" form "-, is an
adjective that describes any object that presents form or animal structure.

zorianak
happy birthday ( 41 Interjection; congratulations

zorinak eta urte berrion
in Basque zorionak eta urte berrionen Spanish congratulations and happy new year

zoromantiel
The Ballad of the Rio, porDemetrio Fabregayo was in the mananasa swim the River, with a bravo mozocompanero
mio.The «Zoromantiel» Rio; it was called my best amigoera that the waiter.

zorrongion
Applies to which runs heavily, grudgingly muttering and grumbling the things that send you.

zue
Bogota, 15 Jan (Colombia.Inn )-A young Colombian company is making its way in the field of fashion through the
development of designs specializing in extreme sports to the point that already receives commissions from teams in
Europe, Asia and States Unidos.Se Zue sports, clothing factory tries to intelligent would offering athletes less friction on
the skin, thermal insulation, protection against the Sun's rays and even control the moisture by sweating??something
that until recently only was prepared by major international brands.

zuhaurra
In Basque zuhaurra.Spanish things.

zulianismo
Many will have heard of the zulianismo new and true religion and do not know if follow the doctrine of your true
Lord.Don't worry if to say at home that you have converted to the zulianismo they are angry by mere ignorance and you



repudiate since whenever memberships alone or helpless in the arms of the Lord will be open to welcome you in one of
its many centers would only have to donate to the cause all your belongings as a sacrifice of humility to your Lord!

zullo
Michael Anthony Zullo ( n. Brisbane, Australia, September of 1988 41 11; and it is an Australian footballer. He plays
defense and currently plays for the FC Utrecht in the Eredivisie of Holland.

zun
Zun ( Chinese:; pinyin: Zun ) or yi ( Chinese:; pinyin: yi, used until Northern Song ) It is an ancient type of Chinese
bronze or ceramic glass of wine with a round shape or square-like vase, sometimes in the form of an animal, [1] dating
back to the Shang dynasty. Used in religious ceremonies to hold wine, the zun has a wide lip to facilitate pouring.
Vessels found in the shape of a dragon, an ox, a goose, and more. One of vessels notable zun was the

zungrnspitze
zungrnspitze is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zungenspitze" as meaning:<br>zungrnspitze = German
Zungenspitzeen Spanish Zungenspitzeen tip of the tongue

zur ate lur
In Basque eta stunned Spanish lurEn zur

zureos
plural of zureo zureo.1. m. action and effect of cooing.

zurikeriatan ibili
In euskera zurikeriatan ibili in Spanish live deception

zuro de maiz
1 m. COB core of the * corn that remains after shelling it

zuzian
zuzian is incorrectly written, and should be written as "zurcian" as meaning:<br>zurzian = zurcianzurcir.   ( of surcir 41.1
tr. Sewing a fabric break, putting together the pieces with stitches or orderly steps, so that the union is disimulada.2. tr.
Supplementing with stitches close together and crossed wires that are missing from a tejido.3 hole. tr. Join and subtly
put together one thing with otra.4. tr. coloq. Combine several lies to give appearance of truth to which it relates.

zúmaya
in Basque Spanish dams zumayaen

¡ay¡
An expression indicating punishment, pain or fear.Moan or sigh.

¿que es etera?
Client, in the Etruscan civilization.


